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were particularly vulnerable to the Coronavirus.4 Mr. Barr issued a second directive 
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the constricted detention centers makes it impossible to comply with the CDC’s guidelines. 

Petitioners, inter alia, seek immediate release from the detention centers. 

Both the Petitioners and ICE have filed objections to the Magistrate Judge’s R&R. 
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detainee as a prisoner rather than as a civil detainee). And civil detainees are afforded “more 

constitutional protection, more considerate treatment, and conditions of  confinement than 

criminals whose conditions of  confinement are designed to punish.” Youngberg v. Romeo, 457 

U.S. 307, 321-22 (1982). The Government may not impose on civil detainees conditions that 

would violate a convicted prisoner’s Eighth Amendment rights. See Hamm v. DeKalb Cty., 

774 F.2d 1567, 1573-74 (11th Cir. 1985) (citing City of  Revere v. Mass. Gen. Hosp., 463 U.S. 

239, 244 (1983) (“[T]he due process rights of  a [pretrial detainee] are at least as great as the 

Eighth Amendment protections available to a convicted prisoner.”).  

The Eighth Amendment prohibits the infliction of cruel and unusual punishment. 

Robinson v. California, 370 U.S. 660 (1962). Under that provision, the Government may not 

impose punishments that shock the conscience, involve unnecessary and wanton infliction 

of pain, offend evolving notions of decency, or are grossly disproportionate to the offense 

for which they are imposed. See Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 102-03 (1976); Gregg v. 

Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 173 (1976); Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 101 (1958). Various 

conditions, “alone or in combination, may deprive inmates of the minimal civilized 

measure of life’s necessities. Such conditions could be cruel and unusual under the 

contemporary standard o
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when it (1) “affirmatively place[s] [the] individual in danger,” or (2) by “acting with 

‘deliberate indifference to [a] known or obvious danger.’” Jones v. Phyfer, 761 F.2d 642 (11th 

Cir. 1985) (a constitutional right to protection by the state exists when there is a showing 

that the victim faces a special danger distinguishable from that of the public at large).  

There is record evidence demonstrating that ICE has failed in its duty to protect the 

safety and general well-being of  the Petitioners. For example, the Magistrate Judge found 

that social distancing at Krome is not only practically impossible, the conditions are 

becoming worse every day. (ECF No. 63 at 63) (“[T]here is little doubt that social distancing 

is currently impossible at Krome because the sleeping arrangements and some of  the toilet 

and shower arrangements are too tight to permit it.”). At Glades the bunk beds are a paltry 
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conditions at the three detention centers constitute a violation of  the Petitioners Fifth and 

Eighth Amendment rights. 

B. Application of the Accardi Doctrine 

Petitioners assert that Government agencies are required to follow their own rules 

and regulations and that an agency which violates its own rules and regulations violates the 

Administrative Procedures Act and the Fifth Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Petitioners 

further allege that ICE has failed to follow the National Detention Center Guidelines, which 

Petitioners argue require ICE to also follow CDC Guidelines. In the R&R, the Magistrate 

Judge found that Petitioners had not established a substantial likelihood of  prevailing on the 

merits because “the applicable CDC Guidelines contain a substantial amount of  flexibility 

and courts confronted with emergency motions to release state and federal prisoners and 

detainees because of  COVID-19 have relied on this adaptability when denying applications 

for release of  inmates or detainees.” (ECF No. 63 at 61.) The Court respectfully disagrees.  

When the Government has promulgated “[r]
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detainees who complain of  prison conditions. Accordingly, Gomez does not support the kind 

of  relief  requested here.  

CONCLUSION 

In sum, there is sufficient evidence in the record to determine that the present 

conditions at the three detention centers constitute a violation of the detainees Fifth and 

Eighth Amendment rights. Accordingly, the Court finds that injunctive relief is appropriate. 

However, the record is not clear as to whether each individual Petitioner is eligible for 

release under ICE’s PPR. For example, it is unclear who among the Petitioners would be 

considered “mandatory detainees.”  

It is hereby ORDERED and ADJUDGED that Judge Goodman’s R&R (ECF No. 

63) is ADOPTED in part as follows: 

1. Petitioners’ Emergency Motion For Temporary Restraining Order And 

Motion For Preliminary Injunction For Proposed Class And Incorporated 

Memorandum Of Law (ECF No. 4) is GRANTED in part and DENIED in part.  

2. Within seven (7) days of  this Order, ICE shall evaluate each of  the 34 

detainees named in the instant action consistent with ICE’s PRR13 and inform the Court 

who among them can be released promptly in light of  COVID-19. ICE must take into 

consideration the detainees’ current health status, eligibility for bond, immigration 

status, immigration court history and orders, and prior criminal history. 

3. Within three (3) days of  this Order, ICE shall submit a report the Court 

informing the Court as to how it intends to accelerate its review of  its “Alternatives to 

Detention” program (or other protocols resulting in detainee release) with the goal of  

reducing the population to 75% of capacity at each of  the three detention centers within 

two weeks of  this Order.  

4. ICE shall perform an internal review pursuant to ICE’s PRR and file with the 

Court weekly reports (every Friday by 4:00 P.M.) on the following: 

a.  The number of  detainees who have been released; 

                                                
13 The medically higher-risk detainees are listed on pages 5 and 6 of  the PRR, and they 
include people 65 years old and older and those with underlying medical conditions. 
Although ICE’s PRR list of  higher-risk detainees does not include pregnant detainees, this 
Order adds that category to the list for the three detention centers at issue. 
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b. Which facility they were released from; and  

c. T
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DONE and ORDERED in chambers, at Miami, Florida, this 30th day of  April 2020. 

 

 

Copies furnished to:  
Jonathan Goodman, U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Counsel of  record 
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